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Make a wish! This is what my friends would say if they saw a falling star or a star moving in the sky in any
direction. And the wishes I made were a deep expression of my hopes mixed with dreams, possibilities not yet
given, and opportunities for the future, unexplained enthusiasm. Did you do the same?

The Gospel reading this morning tells us the story of the wise men who, looking at the sky, identified in a star,
the place where God had been born. Our text doesn't say how many they were, but later in Christian history it
was said that there were three. From the eighth century they received names: Melchior, Baltasar and Gaspar.
The three magi -- as the story says -- could have been either Persian priests or astrologers from Babylon. They
came from the East, which could mean Arabia, Mesopotamia, Babylon and Persia. In today's geography:
Saudi Arabia, Iraq and Iran, countries we are praying for today. They traveled for a long time, months, even a
year to get to Jerusalem, and finally to Bethlehem.
If this story was to happen today, the magi could be some of the members of this church -- Jeff, Paul, Greg,
Tom -- I mean, some of the physicists working at CERN. And by the way, they would need to bring Maarten
along with them to deal with the legal problems of their trip. (Maarten, you would be the one dissuading
Herod!)
The imagery of the story speaks of hope, opportunies, possibilities not yet given, enthusiasm. It points to a
place still unknown and a reality not yet born. But how is it not yet born if it lives within the one who dreams
of it, who wishes it? Are we older then ourselves? Are we others? I believe so. We are part of the cosmic
matter that connects us to each other and everything that exists, to the past and to the future, to what was and
what is ever going to be. We are millions, billions. And at the same time, we are one, unique beings, with our
individuality, idiosyncrasies, unique pair of eyes, unique smiles. We all live in the dynamics of being one and
millions at the same time, of belonging to the past and to the future. When we see a star and make a wish, we
are expressing our own desires, which can be at the same time, the desires of the whole of humanity.
When the magi followed the star, they followed the expectation of peace that we all share. The magi are all of
us in our search for such a strong love that it transforms the world. They are all of us in our capacity to
identify a hope strong enough that keeps pushing us forward, keeps us believing, keeps claiming our
sensibility. Leonardo Boff, a Brazilian theologian, said last year at the University of Geneva, that "we are not
logos, we are pathos." We are not word, as the Jewish-Christian philosophy teaches, we are sensibility. The
word pathos means "suffering, feeling, emotion," literally, "what befalls one." Leonardo is saying that it is our
capacity to feel that will enable us to establish new parameters on which we base our ethics, our decisions and
relationships, not only in an individual sense, but in social, systemic and structural terms. It is our capacity to
feel the pain of the Palestinian people living in the Gaza strait that will enable us to say NO to the genocide
tactic of Israel against Palestine. It is that same capacity that will help us to see that Hamas strategies are not
acceptable either. It is our capacity to fell one with the people living in that area that will allow us to proclaim
out loud that the cycle of violence has to end, and that the military approach is a failure.
Tanks, bombs and bulldozers are not conflict resolution efficient. An apartheid wall will not bring about
peace.

Geiko MÃ¼ller-Fahrenholz, the German theologian working in the Peace Declaration for the World Council
of Churches says, "peace is not a gift that you have or do not have. It is something we learn to love in a
life-long effort. It is a spiritual discipline, a process of formation away from fear and greed, away from the
fascination with evil and violence. And this begins with the ways in which we raise our children."
I watched recently a film about the wall around Bethlehem and one of the Jewish man interviewed told a
story. He said: the other day I was passing by a given street and an old Palestinian woman came out of the
market. There were two Israeli girls playing at the street. As soon as they saw the woman they got stones and
promptly pointed at her. The man interfered. He was lamenting how Israeli children learn to hate Palestinians,
and vice-versa.
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Last Monday there was a manifestation here in Geneva. There were at least a couple of thousands of people.
They were Arabic people but also other nationalities. One of the phrases shouted was, "Nous sommes tous de
Palestinians!" "We are all Palestinians!" It felt good to be in solidarity with the Palestinian people. But it felt
sad when an Israeli flag was burned and many applauded. Violence escalates into more violence. Hatred
reproduces itself. We want peace for Palestine. We want peace for Israel. We want peace for our lives.
The magi followed the star filled with enthusiasm. The word enthusiasm comes from the Greek en and theos,
which means "god in, god inside." Enthusiasm is "to have a god inside."
This morning we are going to baptize EvolÃ¨ne. As the magi found in the baby Jesus the peace they were
looking for, may our little sister inspire us to continue searching for the peace we want for our world, and for
our lives. May the god inside her and the god inside us give us the strength we need see possibilities not yet
given and opportunities laying at the future. May we always be filled with this unexplained enthusiasm that
keeps pushing us forward, keeps us believing, keeps claiming our sensibility.
Make a wish!
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